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this: inv'entidnl relates to" improvements in" 
timible‘r'sl . . . , Y . , v. .. 

It is the object of the invention to provide} a 
tumbler from; which the? contents will not spill, 
regardless of accidents to which it may be sub 
jected in use.» My‘imprwéo'vmnbier is designed 
particularly for use by. children or invalids, or in 
cli'nirIg'rars oYoffairpla'r‘iéswliéf-é i " " ect 
to jiggling or tipping. It is my' ' H I ' 

a tumbler‘ froniwl'iiiclfi'intili‘ei entire-cements may 
readily’ be consumed by a normal drinklngqopera 
tionjbut from which no wlosslof-contents will occur 
if theitulr'fnbler is__ tipped on to aita‘ble surface,- so 
long asv the» tumbler isnothinverited. v 
_ It is- my?further object to provide a-tumbler 
having» drinking vcompart'men-t‘v and a storage 
compartment and. to'deliver automatically-sub 
ice? to the control of an air look, any amount‘ of 
liquid; from the storage compartment to’ the 
drinking compartment to replace What-hasbeen 
consumed from the latter; the7 drinking compart 
ment having an annular channel- suf?cientlyflarge 
to¥hold,'when the tumbler is‘rlying on7 1 ‘ 'id'e, 
th ‘entire? contents normallyinthetdrinkinge cairn 
pallrtni‘ent: ‘ ‘ > 

It is a further object of‘ the invention to provide 
an attachment auapréuwsé connected with any 
screw‘ rep jar to conver'?tfielljar into a ensuing 
wearer embodying the‘ invention?» 
In the drawings: 
Fig. 1 is a side elevation of a complete device 

embodying the invention. 
Fig. 2 is a vertical section through the device 

of Fig. 1. 
Fig. 3 is a plan view of the device shown in 

Fig. 1. 
Fig. 4 is a view taken in horizontal section on 

the line 4-4 of Fig. 2. 
Fig. 5 is a fragmentary detail view in transverse 

section on the line 5-5 of Fig. 3. 
Like parts are identi?ed by the same reference 

characters throughout the several views. 
The storage part of the tumbler may comprise 

a jar 6 having a screw thread ‘I about its mouth. 
To this, I screw an attachment comprising the 
appliance 8 having a web portion 9 which almost 
closes the mouth of the jar and a depending skirt 
portion III provided with screw threads comple 
mentary to those of the jar. The appliance 8 is 
preferably elliptical in cross section, as best shown 
in Fig. 3. and elongated or outwardly extended at 
I I and I2 to the extent indicated by comparison 
of Fig. 2 with Fig. 3. Thus if the tumbler is tipped 
over onto its side, it will tend to roll to a posi 
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which e'neitsesthe‘ drinking? portion" or the” as‘ 
o‘verha ‘ wan I5’ throughout" its‘ 

perip?ery‘is‘ arr "war “turneaimargin l'?’which‘, 
at‘ thenrinkirig'portion ofthe tumbler; compn an upstanding. lip” I'B'Eform’ed like‘ the" margin’. of‘ 
any tumbler‘; lTylije" annular‘ channel‘ I'I' formed 
Wi‘tHi?‘the‘Wa'H I'S‘a’?d enclosed‘ by the" overhang? 
at; Iii suf?c'ien‘t capacity'to'hold any amount’ 
of‘ liqui'diwhich‘ may b'e'trap‘ped' in‘ the’ drinking‘ 
chamber" when the tumblerjis lyihgdn its ‘side, 
as" occurs‘whehjtlie“glas is‘ held a't'a'n angle‘fo'r‘ 
dri n'g' therefrom‘; and vlie liquid runs iiito‘the" 
drinl r'i‘g' enamuer' thr'dug'li‘du'ct? 18‘ at" a faster 
fatetharrit’ircd?'suiire' over“ "drinking li'ps Ilia‘. 

Amonn'c'e“ at‘ I8‘ liquid from the‘jar to 
tne'drmk'i'rigcnamber; The‘ duct I'9" leads from‘ 
a’ point" near the aperture’ I‘8' inwardly through 
the‘f web‘! and diametrically. across‘ the jar- to a 
piii'n?n‘ear’ itsfTofpp‘ds'iteniargiri. . The~ duct I'9Lr'ire'f 
deny é‘?pand's" in cross" section as it leads in 
wardly.‘ Duct I9 serves to admit air’ to the‘jar 3 
except "lien" itsl inlet" end 20' is locked against 

admission‘ bit'h'el accumulation‘ of‘ liquid’ in 
tlie‘wcl‘iar'infél at“ I'T.v I 
hWHen“ tl'ieioperat'or” liftsv the tumbler, to- drink 

tnérérrem', the‘drinkir'i‘g" chamber above thevhoril 
zontal partition: Will~be empty,~-its entirecontents 
Having drained back through the port I8 into 
the jar. As the user tilts the tumbler to drink 
therefrom, the contents of the jar 6 will flow 
through the ori?ce I8 into the drinking chamber 
until the liquid accumulates in channel I ‘I to a 
depth su?icient to cover ori?ce 20, whereupon 
the duct I9 will be sealed and no appreciable 
additional quantity of liquid will ?ow from the 
jar into the drinking chamber until sufficient 
liquid is drunk from the chamber to expose ori?ce 
20 to admission of additional air. As rapidly as 
the user consumes the liquid from the drinking 
chamber, additional liquid will be supplied from 
the jar. 
Assuming the device to be dropped or assuming 

that it is tipped over while liquid still remains in 
the drinking chamber above the partition 9, the 
greater radial projection of the appliance at I2 
will tend to prevent the device from lodging in a 
position in which the ori?ce I8 is downward. The ' 
shape of the appliance will tend to cause the jar 
to roll to a position where the appliance has a. 
minimum radial projection. In any such posi 
tion, the channel I’! will have su?icient capacity 
to hold the liquid contents of the drinking cham 
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ber. It is not essential that the appliance have 
extra radial projection at H. Nor, in fact, is it 
necessary that the appliance necessarily have 
any abnormal radial projection at any particular 
point. However, the preferred location of the 
inlet 20 to the air bleed duct I9 is preferably 
somewhat removed inwardly from the ori?ce l8 
and, to prevent over?ow in the event that the jar 
falls with the ori?ce I8 downwardly, it is pre 
ferred that the appliance be enlarged at [2 to 
cause the jar to roll from the position in which 
such leakage may occur. 

I claim: - 

1. A cup-like extension for a drinking recepi 
tacle having a bottom for capping the receptacle 
said bottom being provided with a restricted aper 
ture near one margin through which liquid may 
be slowly poured from the receptacle, said bottom 
also being obliquely perforated to form‘ a vent 
leading from its upper surface near said aper 
ture downwardly and across the bottom to a point 
in its under surface near its opposite side, and 
said extension having side walls inturned at their 
upper margins to retain liquid escaping through 
the aperture when the receptacle and its exten 
sion is tilted at right angles to the'normal upright 
position, and said side walls having portions 
arcuately extended horizontally. 

2. A closure for the circular mouth of a re 
ceptacle, said closure comprising a cap adapted 
to span the receptacle mouth and provided with 
a receptacle engaging ?ange interiorly of circular 
contour, the cap further being provided with 
bores opening to the upper face of the cap closely 
adjacent each other at one side of the cap, one 
of said bores extending directly through the cap 
and the other extending obliquely to open below 
the cap at the opposite side thereof, an upstand 
ing wall about the cap having an inwardly over 
hanging rim cooperating with the cap and said 
wall to de?ne a channel, and a drinking lip up 
standing on a portion of said rim above that side 
of the cap at which said bores open to the upper‘ 
face thereof. 

3. The device of claim 2 in which said cap is 
provided with an external radial projection from 
the last mentioned side of the cap to prevent said 
side from lodging downwardly in the event of 
the upsetting of a receptacle to which such cap 
is applied. ‘ 

4. The device of claim 2 in which the cap is 
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externally elliptical in plan and has its major 
axis substantially coinciding with the direction 
in which said oblique bore extends. 

5. A cup shaped cap applicable to a receptacle 
as a closure therefor and to provide a drinking 
cup thereon, said cap comprising, in combination, 
an annular receptacle-engaging ?ange, a trans 
verse wall constituting a receptacle closure and 
a cap bottom, said wall having an aperture near 
one side of the ?ange for the ?ow of liquid from 
said receptacle through said wall and having a 
vent extending obliquely through said wall from 

- -a point near the aperture at the top surface of 

so. 
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the wall to a point remote from the aperture at 
"the lower surface of the wall, and an annular rim 
rising above said wall and providing a drinking 
chamber and having an inwardly overhanging 
?ange portion forming a channel having su?i 
cient capacity to hold the contents normally in 
said cap, the said vent tending to limit the said 
contents when the cap and receptacle are tilted 
for drinking by becoming sealediwhen the liquid 
in the cap covers the vent at the point ?rst men 
tioned. ‘ 
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Certi?cate of Correction 
Patent No. 2,456,989. December 21, 1948. 

BERNARD H. POLCYN 
It is hereby certi?ed that errors appear in the printed spec'?cation of the above 

numbered patent requiring correction as follows: 
Column 2, line 13, after the Word “side” strike out the comma and insert instead 

a period; line 14, beginning With “as occurs” strike out all to and including “16a.” 
in line 17; line 27, after the numeral “17” strike out the period and insert instead the 
following: , as occurs when the glass is held at an angle for drinking therefrom, and the 
liquid runs into the drinking chamber through duct 18 at a faster rate than it is consumed 
over the drinking lips 16a.; 
and that the said Letters Patent should be read with these corrections therein that 
the same may conform to the record of the case in the Patent O?ice. 

Signed and sealed this 26th day of April, A. D. 1949. 

[SEAL] 

THOMAS F. MURPHY, 
Assistant Commissioner of Patents. 


